Installation Manual

Model number: SiO-17-5153-001
Patent number: 9,420,878 B2
			9,723,918 B2

CAUTION
Moving Parts Hazard

CAUTION
Do Not Stand on or Sit on Unit

Moving parts can pinch.
Keep hands, electrical
cords, and other objects
away from pinch points
along the unit’s up and
down path.

Sitting or standing on top the
unit may result in injury or
damage to equipment.
Do not sit or stand on top the
unit.

CAUTION
Use Proper Lifting
Guidelines

WARNING
Electricity Hazard

Some components may be
heavy.
Always use proper lifting
practices when handling
the unit’s components. Seek
assistance if items are too
heavy to handle safely.

Exposure of electrical
components to liquids may
result in severe injury or death.
Never expose electrical
components to liquid. Never
immerse the unit in liquid.

WARNING
Do Not Modify
Components

WARNING
Electricity Hazard

Disassembly or modification
of the unit’s individual
components may result
in damage to the unit or
serious injury to the user.

Always disconnect power
before installing, uninstalling, or
servicing. Never power the unit
on when it is not completely
installed. Failure to follow
these instructions may result in
severe injury or death.

Unit Specifications:

Maximum Load: 260lbs (118kg)
Maximum Recommended Width between legs: 6’0” (1.83m)
Exceeding maximum load or width may affect unit’s stability
Maximum speed at full load - 1.1”/s (28mm/s)
Stroke - 19.5” (50cm)
Unit Weight Without Top: ~63lbs (28.5kg)
Individual Leg Weight: 30lbs (13.6kg)
Standby Power: ≤0.06W
Output : 32V - 6A
Duty cycle : 10% max. 2 min ON/18 min OFF
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In the Box:
Your Standing inOvation unit contains multiple components. After opening the Standing inOvation box,
ensure you have received the following:

2 x Actuator

2 x metal sleeve

2 x cantilever

Power cable - in cable
management

Control box

Actuator extension cable

Control handset
+ 2x screws

collision sensor
+ 2 x screws

8x 10mm bolts

8 x pan head wood
screws

2x phillips head bolt

8x allen bolts
+ 4 x grip washer

Optional rubber
pads

What You Will Need:

You will need the following tools to complete installation:
Level tool
11/16”/17mm socket
6mm & 4mm allen wrench
powered screwdriver with phillips #2 head
phillips #2 screwdriver
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Check contents of the boxes with our “what’s in the box” check list.
Safely remove all items from your desk and keep well away from the work area to avoid any damage
during installation.
Remove the current desktop surface and cantilevers (legs) from your area and place to one side.

ASSEMBLING THE LEGS
2.

1.
The two actuators
are identical as they
come out of the box.
Carefully stand one
upside down on the
floor so that it sits like
a small letter L.

3.

Inspect the seperate
rectangular metal
sleeves. Each sleeve
has an edge with metal
teeth protruding from
the rear.

4.
Attach the sleeve to the actuator using the four
6mm allen bolts provided and your 6mm allen
wrench

With the teeth
pointing the
opposite way from
your small letter
“L”; slide the sleeve
over the actuator
until the base of the
sleeve is resting on
the actuator. You
will see 4 bolt holes.

REPEAT FOR THE 2nd ACTUATOR
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5.
With the actuators and sleeves assembled, you are
ready to hang it to your cubicle system.
Carefully pick up the actuator assembly and turn it
the right way up

6.
Holding the front of the leg assembly, locate the column
of slots along the inside corner of your existing cubicle
frame.
Position the leg’s bracket so that it is aligned to the
frame rail.
Holding the top of the unit at the desired height for
the lowest desk setting, tilt the top of the unit inwards
towards the frame so that the top hook tooth can be
pushed into the frame.

7.

Once this first tooth has been slotted into the
frame, let the bottom of the leg come in towards
the frame, and the other hooks will align themselves with your cubicle frame.
BE VERY CAREFULL NOT TO BEND THE METAL
TEETH IN THE FRAME AS DAMAGE CAN OCCOUR IF NOT PROPERLY INSTALLED.

Note that some models vary.
AO2 and Knoll Autostrada mount
flat, and the hooks simply
drop down to secure.
CHECK THE LEG IS SECURE
BEFORE PROGRESSING.v
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8.

When all the hooks are in place and the edge of the leg
is flush with your cubicle, gently let the leg lower until
the weight is taken through the hooks.
ENSURE THE HOLD IS SECURE.
Check again that the leg is at an acceptable height, this
will determine the units base (lowest) height setting.
Repeat this process for the other leg.
BE SURE TO MOUNT BOTH LEGS AT THE SAME
HEIGHT.
Note: The leg may pivot from side to side, this is normal
and will be secured in a later step

9.

Note: Improper or rough handling may cause hook
teeth to bend on the mounting bracket. The leg may
not mount properly or at all if the teeth have been bent
in this way. Replacement brackets may be ordered by
contacting Standing inOvation.

With the legs hanging in the cubicle frame, use the provided rubber pads to stick on the
side of the leg sleeve to help illiminate the gap between the leg and the cubicle side
panel. These rubber pads will help illiminate movement once the desk is fully assembled. Depending on your desk you may require the thick or thin pads. Use them as required to get a good fit. We recomend placing them at the top and bottom of the sleeve
- see images below for guide.
Note that the leg will still sway on it’s hooks until the work surface has been secured at
a later stage.
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10.
With both legs hanging in the frame; the cantilevers can be attached.
Each cantilever has a lip on the top INSIDE edge with 4 screw
holes. The image to the right is the RIGHT Leg - with the lip
pointing to its left.

With the lip edge pointing to the center of your
desk you can secure the cantilever to the leg
with the 4mm allen bolts and grip washers.
The rear allen bolt on both sides of the
cantilever should have a grip washer on them.
MAKE SURE THAT THE CABLE FROM THE
ACTUATOR IS INSIDE THE CANTILEVER
BEFORE ATTACHING IT.
ONLY TIGHTEN THE ALLEN BOLTS FINGER
TIGHT FOR NOW.
Note that it may be neccessary to remove the
cubicles fabric side panels to get access to the
allen bolts on the inside edge as they can be
difficult to tighten.

11.
With both cantilevers attached, find the
nearest convenient power outlet for your desk and
place the control module into the cantilever closest to your chosen
power source.
The control module should
sit with the power input facing the rear of the desk
and the other control inputs facing the front.
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12.

Plug the cable from the actuator into the control module. It
does not matter which of the two indentical inputs you use.
Excess cable can be stored inside the cantilever.
Run the cable from the other actuator leg out through the rear of the unit to ensure it
does not get pinched by the work surface later. Pass it across to the leg with the control module inside, through the rear of the other cantilever and plug the cables into the
remaining port on the control module.

If your desk is too wide for the cable to reach, use the extension cable provided, but do
not exceed the recomended gap of 6ft between legs.

13.
Locate the power cable, which runs through the black cable management chain.
The chain will only bend one way into a U shape.
Inspect the cable to find the end with the power connector, not the wall plug and thread it
through the cable management chain. This is usually achievable just by hand, but you may
need to use a blunt tool to help push the cable through the chain if it gets caught. Do NOT
use a sharp tool as this could damage the cable or chain.
(On some models this step may already be complete).
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14.
Attach this end to the rear of the cantilever using the
small phillips head bolt to secure the cable managment
into the threaded metal hole using a screwdriver through
the access hole in the rear of the cantilever.

Let the chain hang down and then curve the power
cable up the other side on the leg and attach the side
with the wall socket to the small metal tab that protrudes
from the rear of the leg, this hole is also threaded.
Plug the power socket into the rear of the control unit.
DO NOT CONNECT TO MAINS POWER AT THIS POINT.
The remaining cable will simply hang from the top of
the unit and you will be able to run it to a power outlet or
extension cable if no power outlet is near.

15.

Connect the collision sensor’s CAT 5 cable to the
control box and run the cable out through the recess in the front f the cantilever. Let the sensor
dangle to the floor for the time being.

16.

Carefully replace your worktop surface on top of
the new cantilevers.
With the desktop loosely resting, carefully adjust
the legs to be parallel to each other and facing
the front of the desk.
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17.
When you are satisfied that the cantilevers are
at 90 degrees from the rear of the cubicle and
parallel to each other; secure the desktop with
the 8 wood screws provided using your
powered screwdriver and phillips #2 head
We recomened drilling pilot holes to help
secure the screws into the worksurface. Be
careful not to use a drill bit that is too wide, or
to drill too far into your worksurface.

18.
Place a Level tool on top of the desktop running front to back to check for any drooping.
To level the desktop adjust the allen bolts in
the cantilevers until the work surface is level
and tighten the alen bolts with a 4mm allen
wrench.
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19. Take the sensor that is dangling from the cantilvever
and secure it to the bottom of the wrok surface in a
CENTRAL LOCATION using the screws provided and
your powered screwdriver with #2 phillips head.
NOTE: We recommend drilling pilot holes for this
step as well.
The sensor does not need to be perfectly centered,
but it is highly important that it is roughly centered
in order to sense collisions equally from any part of
the desk. Improper positioning will compromise the
sensors ability to prevent injury or damage.
Once the sensor is secure in the work surface, exces
cable can be pushed back into the cantilever.

20.

Take the handset control and decide where you’d like it to be on your work surface.
It attaches at the front edge of the desk from underneath, but can be positioned on the
left or the right depending on your preference. Secure it with your powered screwdriver
with #2 phillips head and the screws provided. Once the handset is secure, plug the Cat
5 cable in to the sensor in the center of your desk.
NOTE: We recommend drilling pilot holes for this step as well.

21.

Plug in the power cable to a power outlet and test the system before putting weight back
onto the desk. We recomend tidying any loose cabling to your own preference.
the power connected you will now
22. With
need to reset your desk controls.
On the control unit press and hold both
the up and the down arrow buttons for 5
seconds to perform the reset. The desk
will beep and reset to it’s base position.
Your desk is now ready to use!
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Enjoy your new sit-stand desk!
For more information please visit
www.standinginovation.com
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